
SHOBT NOTICES

The first volume of Dr. Jean Larmeroux's work, La Politique Exterieure
de PAutriche-Hongroie, 1875-1914 (Paris: Plon, 1918), is entitled La Marche
vers VOrient, and covers the period from 1875 to 1908. It is a weighty and
well-informed contribution to the study of international politics, and throws
a flood of light on the modern history of Austria-Hungary and the Balkan
states. The author ascribes the Austro-German alliance of 1879 (a) to
Andrassy, who regarded it as the pivot on which all the non-Slav elements
in Austria would rally against Russia; (b) to Bismarck, who overcame
William I's objections by describing a united Austria allied to Germany as
the buttress of the tatter's influence in eastern Europe. Italy joined the
Central Powers in 1882 mainly in consequence of French policy in northern
Africa, but also with a view to checking the growth of Austrian influence
on the Adriatic. No great state appears in these pages to have pursued
any consistent or disinterested policy in the near east. Great Britain's
diplomacy was no exceptionto the rule, though its gradual drift fromhostuity
to Russia to hostility to Germany was no doubt due to an instinctive ad-
herence to the theory of the balance of power'. T)r. Larmeroux pays a
tribute to the work of Edward Vli. Tfi« account of Austrian policy dis-
closes an astuteness which western Europe failed to recognize before 1914.
The whole book is full of irony. We see the Tsar Nicholas I classifying
himnAif with SobiesM as ' the maddest of all the kings of Poland* for having
saved Austria; Napoleon III in<ri«ting that Prussia should be admitted to
the Paris Peace Conference of 1856 ; Austria championing Serbia's claim
to independence in 1878 ; Great Britain proposing at the Berlin Congress
that Austria should occupy Bosnia-Herzegovina,' as' a stop to the union of
the Balkan Slavs and an obstacle to their aggrandisement'; western Europe
deploring the Serbian coup d'itat of 1903, which in reality preserved that
•country for the time being from the powers of darkness. The one senti-
ment, which never found an outlet in public policy during the period in
•question, was what is now called' self-determination'. G. B. H.

Had the chapter on' The Story of Asia Minor' not been so short and
elementary, Professor M. Jastrow's The War and the Bagdad SaUxoay
(Philadelphia : Lippincott, 1917) would, in deference to his high reputa-
tion, have been dealt with by a competent authority. The present
volume, however, is mainly a useful and interesting account of the
Bagdad Railway, accompanied by political reflexions which, to some
of us, are by no means so edifying. A deep distinction is drawn
between the war of 1914 and the war of 1917. ' The Russian revolution',
we are told,' was not only a revolt against a government that had imposed
a war on its people, precisely as Germany had imposed it, for the purpose
of carrying out plans of aggression . . . , it was the first decisive stroke for
the triumph of world democracy.' The German emperor, at the time of
his visit to Abdul Hamid, is described as' romantically inclined'.' A series
of' internationalized' independent states, Belgium, Luxemburg, Lorraine,
and Alsace, are in the future ' to {form a continuous barrier between
Germany and France'. Brandes was right when he described Persia as
•* the Asiatic Belgium'. Mr. Lowes Dickinson is more than once cited as
a high authority. With regard to the main thesis of his book, that the


